USS Vesuvius, NCC-71985

Mission Summary:

The Vesuvius is still trapped within the metryon gas cloud and the crew suffering the odd effects of physical and personality changes.

The crew has managed to locate the two missing shuttles and are keeping them secured with tractor beams as they attempt to get propulsion back in order to get out of the cloud.

As we return, we see the crew in different states of sanity, as they revert to forms of animated earth creatures and characters from the late 20th century.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Susan says:
ACTION: CTO Horn suddenly appears on the bridge, apparently unchanged and unaffected by the cloud.

Host CO Royce says:
:: In her Ready Room trying to figure out how to get things back to normal and rescue the two shuttles discovered in the cloud ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Stands on top of her console and begins to recite poetry ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Stands at Science Two looking over at Science One and shaking her head ::   Self: I hope someone gets here soon to fix that mess.

XO Kelson says:
:: At command in a brown animal fur with short legs and bare feet ::

CTO Horn says:
:: On the bridge blinking and trying to make heads and tails out of the insanity before her ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Is in main engineering brushing his fine coat ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Walks around in sickbay trying to figure out a cure ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Laughs ::   OPS: That's great poetry but can we lock on to the shuttle with the tractor beam yet?

FCO Horn says:
:: Enters the bridge ::

Host Susan says:
ACTION:  All the crew begin to change again, including CTO Horn, as an unfamiliar figure appears on the bridge.

CTO Horn says:
ALL: What is going on here?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Thinks but poetry is cute; sullenly gets off the console and starts to do as the XO says ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Exits her Ready Room, entering the bridge... ::

Host Dresden says:
:: Walks around the bridge looking at all of the faces ::   OPS: My, my, my  you look nice with all of that hair and the fluffy tail...They call you, Rabbit, don't they?

XO Kelson says:
:: Laughs ::   ALL: Captain on the bridge!

CSO Lane says:
:: Gets a sudden chill and looks around ::   All: Anyone else feeling cold?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Walks to her chair as she looks around her... ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sees Dresden... ::

CMO Blade says:
Self :Ah here we go.

FCO Horn says:
Self: Where's Scooby when you need him?

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Who are you?

FCO Horn says:
:: Looks up to see Dresden ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Tries using his paws to get main engineering on line ::

CMO Blade says:
:: Puts Tetrazine and Quartazine together ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Looks at Dresden incredulously and… ::

Host Dresden says:
:: Turns around and sees Xen and smiles broadly ::   CO: I was wondering where you were.  Hmmm...I like you better as yourself.

CTO Horn says:
:: Begins to feel herself change ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Enters the bridge with Bam Bam, who's carrying a rather large club ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Raises her eyebrows... ::   Dresden:  What are you talking about?  WHO are you?

XO Kelson says:
:: Laughs ::   Dresden: What are you doing here?

Host Dresden says:
CO: I'm Dresden...  CTO:  Captain Caveman, that would suit you, the way you like to hit things.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Yawns and plays with the console with her toes ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Has a rather primitive animal skin outfit, and pearls around her neck ::

CSO Lane says:
CIV: Pebbles Flintstone, where have you been with my son?   :: Looks upset ::

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Well, then, Dresden...I'm Captain Xenobia Royce in command of the Federation starship USS Vesuvius

CTO Horn says:
:: Sees a club appear in her hands and feels a cape on her back ::

FCO Horn says:
Self: Hmm, looks like a mystery to me.  Better find the gang, maybe they parked the Mystery Machine in the shuttle bay.

CTO Horn says:
All:: Captain Caaaaaaavvvvveeeeeeeemmmmmmmmaaaaaaannnnnnn

FCO Horn says:
:: Feels herself change ::

CIV T’Lara says:
CSO: Sorry Ms. Rubble. We were just...becoming more acquainted with each other.

FCO Horn says:
Self: Jeepers!  Now, where's my glasses?

CTO Horn says:
:: Begins to fly around the room ::

XO Kelson says:
Self: What a mystery we have here...

CEO McGregor says:
:: Feels himself changing from a cat to a dog ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Stops the turbolift and orders it back to the bridge ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Tip of club opens up and a small fire breathing dragon comes out and starts blowing fire at everybody ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Looks around ::   Self: What did Shaggy do to the Mystery Machine now?

Host Dresden says:
:: Smiles ::   CO: Come, let's leave these creatures to your Science Officer...she can keep them under control.   :: Snaps his fingers ::

CSO Lane says:
XO: Commander, who are all these characters on the bridge?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks surprised... ::

CEO McGregor says:
Self:: Scooby dooby doooooooo

Host Dresden says:
ACTION: Dresden and Xenobia disappear in a flash as Hope returns to her own form.

CEO McGregor says:
:: Looks for some Scooby snacks ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Wonders where the hell she's at, looking around her... ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Shakes her head ::   All: Ok what in the world is going on here?

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Why they are all part of the greatest mystery solving group in history!  With me being the leader, of course...

Host Dresden says:
ACTION:  Xenobia and Dresden materialize in a small cavern, now Dresden looks like Trelan as he hopes to put Xen at ease.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Begins to grow long feet and ears ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Now...try to find a trace on the Captain.  Where did she go?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sees an 'image' of her husband... ::   Dresden:  You're NOT my husband...

FCO Horn says:
:: Enters the bridge ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Lands in the front of the bridge and the tiny dragon returns to inside the club ::

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Who are you...and what do you want?

FCO Horn says:
XO: Fred?  Where's Scooby?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Turns upside down and programs the computer backwards ::

CTO Horn says:
All: Not right. Maybe me smash

CSO Lane says:
XO: Sam, I'll check the Ready Room.   :: Heads there while taking a good look at the weird characters around her ::

XO Kelson says:
FCO: Good question, Thelma...   :: Hits combadge:: Fred to Scooby...where are you boy?

Host Dresden says:
CO:  I just wanted to meet you and your crew.  I've heard so much about humans, I wanted to see if any of it was true....  And I must say, you are quite entertaining.

CTO Horn says:
ALL: Smash no good. Me break

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Checking herself out...making sure she's looking better than everyone else ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Enters the Ready Room and looks around ::   CO: Captain are you in here?

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Sam?  No, I'm Fred...but that's fine for now.   :: Scans ship for Captain's bio signs ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Hunts around the bridge for her glasses ::

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  You wanted to meet us...you've turned my crew and those on the shuttles into...into...    :: Is trying to control her anger... ::

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Please turn my crew back into themselves...release the people on the shuttles.  Allow us to rescue them.

Host Dresden says:
CO: Nonsense, I'm having too much fun.

CTO Horn says:
:: Extends club into the air and a giant pre-historic alarm clock appears ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Glaring at Dresden... ::

CTO Horn says:
All: This will get attention

Host Dresden says:
CO: The thoughts that run through your minds.  Hilarious.

CTO Horn says:
:: Rings the alarm clock ::

EO McCain says:
ALL:: Scooby where are you!

CSO Lane says:
:: Sees no one and leaves the ready room and returns to the XO ::   XO: Excuse me sir, but the Captain in not in her Ready Room.

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  The thoughts...the thoughts that ran through our minds at having been turned into something we are not!

OPS Chaser says:
:: Has an insatiable urge to hide the honey pot ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: I've just done a scan for her bio signs...Can't locate her on the ship.

CEO McGregor says:
EO: Heeereee I ammmmm

Host CO Royce says:
:: Voice softens... ::   Dresden:  Please...Dresden...spare my crew.  Spare those people on those shuttles.

CEO McGregor says:
EO: Scooby dooby doo

CTO Horn says:
:: Sees the alarm clock not working, decides to stop it ::

Host Dresden says:
:: Laughs manically ::   CO: Of course.  These people, are wonderful entertainment.

FCO Horn says:
:: Gets on her hands and knees and checks the floor under the command chairs for her glasses ::

OPS Chaser says:
XO: OH Dear OH Dear, we won't be able to move, nope won't.

Host Dresden says:
CO: What can you offer me to get me to change my mind and change everyone back?

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Why can't we move?  What about the tractor beam, Rabbit?

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Please return them to themselves...allow us to rescue those people on the shuttles...

CTO Horn says:
:: Goes to nearest panel and begins to push buttons ::

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  I will offer you myself...I will stay and entertain you, if you will release the others....

Host Dresden says:
:: Tugs at the red captain's uniform he's wearing ::   CO: How can you stand these things?   :: Snaps his fingers and his uniform turns into Bajoran ceremonial robes ::

OPS Chaser says:
XO : Oh dear, I'm afraid that just won't do, tractor beams are for Pooh's n Tigger but never for Rabbits.

FCO Horn says:
:: Realizes she can see and stands up ::

FCO Horn says:
XO: Fred, what's the mystery here anyway?

Host Dresden says:
:: Laughs ::   CO: No, I don't believe that will work.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Is sadden to see him mock the Federation... ::

Host Dresden says:
ACTION:  The cloud begins to diminish.

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Why not?  You can study me...

CTO Horn says:
:: Looks around ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Bounces nervously beside the chair, fretting ::

Host Dresden says:
CO:  I prefer watching everyone interact.   :: Smiles as he snaps his fingers ::

CEO McGregor says:
Engineering: Shagggggyyyyyyy

CTO Horn says:
All: Cloud going bye-bye

XO Kelson says:
FCO: Looks like we've lost our Captain.  The Mystery Machine...I mean, ship won't move.  Our OPS can't operate the tractor beam because of being a rabbit...

CSO Lane says:
:: Walks back to Science Two and calls engineering ::   *Engineering* The is the bridge. I need a repair crew up here to fix the science and operations console ASAP.

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  My crew are not toys, Dresden...

XO Kelson says:
OPS: If you don't find a way to activate the beam, I'll have to relieve you, Rabbit.  :: Straightens ascot ::

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  They are unique individuals...

FCO Horn says:
XO: Jeepers!  I think I can do that until her paws...hands...fit the controls.
:: Moves to flight ::

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Please...please let them go

OPS Chaser says:
XO: Well I can't be sure of course, but I think, well perhaps, well oh Dear oh dear.

XO Kelson says:
FCO: You know, Thelma...I just had a great idea...why don't you activate the tractor beam.  I amaze myself sometimes...   :: Smiles ::

Host Dresden says:
ACTION:  Each crewmember changes again.  XO Kelson taking the form of CSO Lane, Lane that of Kelson's.  CTO Horn takes the form of TO Horn, and vice versa.  FCO Horn takes on the form of OPS Chaser and vice versa.  CEO McGregor turns into EO McCain and McCain into McGregor.  CMO Blade turns into CIV T'Lara and Vice Versa.

CEO McGregor says:
Self: What’s this?

CTO Horn says:
:: Feels herself change again ::

CEO McGregor says:
Self: Where’s my pips

XO Kelson says:
:: Looks at new body ::   Self: Well, isn't this interesting...

OPS Chaser says:
:: Feels herself morphing ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Straightens and walks over to the XO's chair ::   XO: I believe that is my seat young woman.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Blinks ::   Self: What the?

CTO Horn says:
:: Looks down at herself ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Looks down to see blue fur ::   Self: Why was I going to flight?

EO McCain says:
:: Working at Engineering ::   *CSO*: Did you want a repair team sir?

Host Dresden says:
:: Opens a 'window' and lets the CO see the changes in her crew ::   CO: Is that better?

CTO Horn says:
All: I am a MAN!

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Commander-r…   :: Growls ::   You ar-re in my chair-r!

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Oh Sam...you are so troublesome sometimes...   :: Pouts and moves away from command ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Mosies over the CONN with out a word ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks at her crew, but sees some confusion in them... ::  Dresden:  Give them the correct bodies...

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Blinks...checks herself...she's...definitely not a woman ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Takes sciences ::

EO McCain says:
:: Getting frustrated at the change in bodies ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Begins to walk towards Tactical, feeling very, very uncomfortable ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Starts to search space for Captain's bio signs ::

CSO Lane says:
*CEO*: I did? Well send someone up here anyway on the double and this is Commander Kelson not Miss Lane.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tries once again to move the ship away from the area ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Sits down ::   Self: R-R-Replacing me?  Next, she'll want the big chair-r-r.

CIV T’Lara says:	
:: Looks at her uniform:: Self: I should go to ...sickbay.   :: Moves toward the turbolift ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks over at Hope and winks ::   XO: Any luck with the scans Hope?

XO Kelson says:
:: Scoffs at hearing Kelson refer to her as Miss Lane ::   Self: I'm a Lt. he should know...

OPS Chaser says:
:: Thinks it might be time to feed the baby ::

FCO Horn says:
CSO: I'm checking the tr-ractor-r beam, Sir-r-r

OPS Chaser says:
~~~ TO: Dear is it time to feed the baby? ~~~

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Let me know what you find Tigodan.

FCO Horn says:
CSO: Aye, Sir-r-r.

OPS Chaser says:
XO : Sir, I have course and setting for Sector 112.

FCO Horn says:
:: Rubs down the fur on her arm ::   Self: I need a good br-r-rushing.

XO Kelson says:
:: Looks up from science one ::   OPS: Uh...that's good, Lt.  Steady as she goes...

Host Dresden says:
ACTION:   Dresden snaps his fingers and the crew return to their own forms 

Host Dresden says:
CO: Why I should give in... I don't know.

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks around and sees that she's in Sam's chair ::   All: How did I get here?

FCO Horn says:
:: Realizes she is herself and is sitting at OPS::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Wakes up and realizes she is at CONN::

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Learning to fly, Chaser?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles then...places her arms around his neck, as if he were Dru... ::

CEO McGregor says:
*CSO*: Hummmph

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Thank you, Dresden

CTO Horn says:
Self: Now that is over, lets get down to business

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Now...can you tell me who or what you are exactly?

CTO Horn says:
:: Reaches tactical and checks her board and scans ::

Host Dresden says:
:: Smirks ::   CO: I suppose that the next thing you will ask for is for your ship to be returned to its previous condition.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles sweetly at Dresden, her arms still around his neck... ::
Dresden:  Of course...if you would...please?

Host Dresden says:
CO: I told you, I'm Dresden, of the Dresborn.  I guess you would say that we're scientists...of a sort.

XO Kelson says:
:: Still scanning for the Captain ::

EO McCain says:
CEO: I was thinking that if we threatened to blow up the ship.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles and cocks her head at him... ::   Dresden:  Of the Dresborn...who exactly are the Dresborn?

Host Dresden says:
ACTION: Dresden nods and the Vesuvius returns to perfect flying condition, with all systems at peak condition, and on course for Sector 112.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Starts scanning herself with a tricorder, trying to figure out what's been happening to her...thinking, "This is my life." ::

CEO McGregor says:
EO: Have you passed that by the Captain?

EO McCain says:	
CEO: No but I am worried about possible intruders.

Host Dresden says:
ACTION: The shuttles have returned to normal and are in tow.

CEO McGregor says:
EO: Set it up but DO NOT activate

EO McCain says:
CEO: Yes sir

EO McCain says:
:: Begins working on how to blow up the ship ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Glances over and sees Sam at her station ::   XO: Sam, why are you at my station and why am I in your chair?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Starts to bounce nervously in the chair, while nodding to the FCO ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Continues her scans of the area and the condition of the ship ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Turns to CSO ::   CSO: I don't have a clue...

OPS Chaser says:
FCO : I think I am done now, wanna take over-r-?

FCO Horn says:
:: Stands and places a hand on Chaser's shoulder ::   OPS: I'll give you lessons anytime, my friend.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Makes a note to get a lot of sleep in ::

FCO Horn says:
OPS: Sure.

CMO Blade says:
*XO* Is everything all right again, Sir?

XO Kelson says:
:: Smiles ::   CSO: You wouldn't have been staging a coup now would you have been?

CTO Horn says:
XO: Everything appears to be normal again

Host Dresden says:
CO: Beings that make your puny race seem like insignificant insects.

CSO Lane says:
:: Smiles ::   XO: You can have you chair back Commander and I'll take my station, if you're finished.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Leaps from the chair a might higher than she should and scrambles to her
chair ::

XO Kelson says:
*CMO* All systems seem to be in working order...

CMO Blade says:
*XO* That's good.

FCO Horn says:
:: Sits down and checks the systems ::

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Yes of course, Lt. Lane...

FCO Horn says:
XO: Things are back to normal Sir.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Slides her tail through the slot, and resumes her duties ::

FCO Horn says:
XO: We are on course to Sector 112 with the shuttles in tow.

XO Kelson says:
Bridge: Where's the Captain?

XO Kelson says:
:: Hits combadge ::   *CO* Kelson to Captain...Come in Captain...

FCO Horn says:
:: Tries to sense the CO's location ::

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Insignificant insects?  That sounds like something a Q would say...

CTO Horn says:
:: Looks around the bridge ::   XO: I have no idea

Host Dresden says:
ACTION: Dresden takes the CO to the heart of the Dresborn homeworld.  As she sees how they exist it appears to be an entirely different dimension.

CSO Lane says:
:: Heads back to the science console and looks down ::   Self: Now wasn't there something wrong with this station earlier?   :: Looks puzzled ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks around in awe at the Dresborn homeworld... ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Begins scan of the ship ::

XO Kelson says:
:: No response ::

CTO Horn says:
XO: I can't locate her combadge signature on the ship

FCO Horn says:
XO: Commander, I sensed her for a moment, but now she's gone.  I don't know where she was.

XO Kelson says:
FCO: All stop...

Host Dresden says:
CO:  You would bring them up... But yes, we know of them.

FCO Horn says:
XO: Aye Sir.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Checks shuttles and escape pods ::

EO McCain says:
CEO: How would you like to set up the self-destruct sir?

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  Does your species live in a different dimension?  And you sound rather...upset at the mention of a Q

FCO Horn says:
:: Enters the all stop command and watches the Vesuvius slow ::

CTO Horn says:
XO: Recommend going to red alert

OPS Chaser says:
CO : All shuttles and escape pods intact and accounted for-r-r, Sir-r-r

XO Kelson says:
CSO: Start a 360 degree search for the Captain, Lt. Lane.

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Make it so...

CEO McGregor says:
EO: Set it up with a 3-staff destruct command. Add the Captain as the final

FCO Horn says:
XO: Reading all stop Sir.  Should I prepare a search pattern so we can scan for a comm signature?

CSO Lane says:
XO: Aye sir, right away.

CTO Horn says:
:: Brings the ship to red alert ::

Host Dresden says:
CO: Yes, we are trans-dimensional beings, and many of us feel the Q are rather inferior beings.  Although, I will admit, they do know how to use other inferior beings as proper entertainment.

EO McCain says:
CEO: yes sir.

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  You know...they will be looking for me...

OPS Chaser says:
:: Initiates a communications signal search for alien communications ::

EO McCain says:
:: Begins working on a 3-staff destruct command and add the captain as final::

Host Dresden says:
CO: I know, and I'll take you 'home' soon.   :: Smiles ::   Does this form, please you?

CSO Lane says:
:: Begins the 360 degree search ::

XO Kelson says:
OPS: Let's get those people in the shuttle on board the Vesuvius to see if they need medical attention.  Bring the shuttles into the docking bay.

EO McCain says:
Self: Sometimes I wish I was a Q.

OPS Chaser says:
XO : Aye, Sir-r-r.

CTO Horn says:
XO: All departments report battle ready. Shields are up and weapons are powered

Host Dresden says:
   ACTION: Sensors are unable to detect the Captain.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles at Dresden... ::   Dresden:  At the risk of being forward...
:: Gives Dresden a gentle kiss on the lips... ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Sets her station for red alert and receives confirmation of shuttle bay
readiness ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Very good, Commander.  Stand ready.

CTO Horn says:
XO: Aye sir

XO Kelson says:
FCO: What was the last thing you sensed about the Captain, Commander?

EO McCain says:	
:: Attempts to add code ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Opens bay doors and maintains tractor auto sequence to bring in the shuttles one by one. ::

FCO Horn says:
XO: Just her presence Sir.   :: Turns to look at the XO ::   I couldn't tell you where she was or how far away she was.

CSO Lane says:
XO: Sir, no sign of the Captain, just the shuttles.

XO Kelson says:
FCO: But her presence is gone now?

Host Dresden says:
:: Raises his eyebrows as he returns her kiss ::   CO: So this form does suit you.

XO Kelson says:
:: Shakes head ::   CSO: Thank you, Lt.

OPS Chaser says:
*CMO*: Doctor-r-r, medical teams to the shuttle bay for tr-riage.

Host Dresden says:
ACTION: The computer signals that it is awaiting the proper command codes for the destruct sequence.

FCO Horn says:
XO: Yes, Sir.  It's like a door was closed.  She suddenly wasn't in range of my abilities.

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  This form is very pleasing to me.  Thank you for allowing me to see my lover once again

CMO Blade says:
*OPS*:I'll send one now.

EO McCain says:
:: Excited :: CEO: I did it sir!

XO Kelson says:
FCO: That's not a good sign...

XO Kelson says:
:: Sees computer ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Notices a blinking light on her panel ::

Host Dresden says:
:: Nods as he resumes his own appearance ::   CO: A fair exchange.

OPS Chaser says:
*CMO*: Thank you Doctor-r-r, Chaser-r-r, out.

CMO Blade says:
:: Sends a med team to the shuttle bay ::

XO Kelson says:	
All: Who accessed the destruct sequence?

FCO Horn says:
XO: I'll agree Sir.  She didn't feel injured at last contact.

CEO McGregor says:
EO: Good! Now we stand by and see what happens

CTO Horn says:
XO: Computer is asking for autodestruct authorization. Someone has activated the sequence

Host Dresden says:
ACTION: Dresden and Xenobia reappear on the bridge of the Vesuvius.

FCO Horn says:
XO: Don't look at me!   :: Looks at the CTO ::

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Blinks at the XO ::   XO: I'll run a trace through the computer sir.

CTO Horn says:
FCO/XO: Don’t look at me. I am not that stupid

XO Kelson says:
:: Sees Captain ::   CTO: Cancel red alert...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles at Dresden... ::   Dresden:  Thank you...

CSO Lane says:
:: Sees the Captain appear ::   XO: Sir, the Captain.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Begins tracing computer operations ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Nods to CSO ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Sees the CO and her guest ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Captain!  Where have you been?  Are you alright?

CTO Horn says:
XO: Aye, canceling alert

Host Dresden says:
ACTION: The survivors from the shuttles appear in sickbay, all are confused and disoriented from their experience.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Raises her hands... ::   All:  It's okay, everyone....

CTO Horn says:
:: Looks up and sees the Captain with a stranger ::

Host CO Royce says:
XO: Status of the shuttles, Commander

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Checks a few computer routes to see where the self-destruct command came from ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Pulls phaser out and aims it at the stranger ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Shuttles are on board and occupants are in sickbay.

Host Dresden says:
ALL: Quiet!  Your Captain is unharmed, as are the shuttles and their crew.  Just as you all are unharmed.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Bounces nervously in her chair at the yelling and the stranger ::

Host CO Royce says:
All:  It's alright....    CTO:  I'm fine...stand down, Commander

CSO Lane says:
:: Stares at Dresden ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Reaches subconsciously under her console with one hand ::

Host Dresden says:
ACTION: The trace indicates that the self destruct command originated from EO McCain's console.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Fingers her kut'luch ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Slowly puts her phaser back away, but keeps her eye on the stranger ::

Host CO Royce says:
Dresden:  I will invite you to stay with us...if you can behave yourself...and observe our Federation and our various species.

CMO Blade says:	
:: Scans survivors with a medical tricorder ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Waits for CO to explain the presence of the stranger ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Eyes go wide at the CO's suggestion her tail lashing nervously ::

CIV T’Lara says:
XO: Sir. The self-destruction command originated from Mr. McCain's console.

CSO Lane says:
:: Shuts down the scan she was doing for the Captain and continues to stare at the Captain and Dresden ::

CIV T’Lara says:
XO: I mean, Ms. McCain.

XO Kelson says:
CIV: Make a note of it in your report, Ensign.  Thank you.

CIV T’Lara says:
:: Nods ::   XO: Your welcome Sir.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tries to raise her eyebrow at the CO and the stranger but only manages a minor twitch ::

Host Dresden says:
   :: Nods :: CO : I will gladly accept your offer, this will be an excellent 
   experience.  Although, I will not promise to behave.

Host CO Royce says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

